
    
  

Ronald, Ulf, and 
the Robots



Grow  Your 

Phonics  Skills!  

-ld, -lf, 
-lp 

Look for the ending blends 

Try these decodable words! 
See page 15 for more. 

calf 

cold 

New Vocabulary 

both: two people or things 
together 

scold: to tell someone 
something in an angry way 

yelp: a small cry 

Let’s  Read!  
Scan the QR code  

to watch a fun 2-minute 
video about the book. 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/10944639
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Ronald and Ulf have a task. The task 

is to play robots. The robots must 

help get a cold glass of milk to a 

child. But they must hold back the 

calf! He wants the milk too! 

Ronald has a gold robot. Ulf has a 

robot that looks like a wolf. 

Which robot could win? 
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"Go, bots, go!" said Ronald and Ulf. 

Ronald got his gold robot. Ulf got the 

calf. 

Ronald's gold robot went over to the 

calf. "Go get up on that shelf now, 

calf!" the gold robot scolds. 

"Yelp!" said Ulf as he put the calf up 

on the shelf. 

Ronald's gold robot held the calf 

back from the milk! 
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"Now, gold-bot! It won't help if you 

scold me!" says Ulf's calf to Ronald's 

gold robot. 

Ronald gulps. 
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Now, Ulf's wolf-bot went over to the 

calf on the shelf. 

"Calf, do you like golf?" said Ulf's 

wolf-bot. "We could play golf if you 

want! We have many golf balls." 
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"Yes, yes!" said the calf. "I like golf!" 

But the calf could not get down 

from the shelf! 
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"I could help!" said Ronald's gold 

robot. 

Ronald's gold robot lifted the shelf. 

Now the calf could get down! 
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Ronald's gold-bot and Ulf's wolf-bot 

could help! 

Now the calf could have a cold glass 

of milk, and the child could have a 

cold glass of milk. 

Gold for both of the robots! "Go, bots, 

go!" 
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Use flash cards or the list 
from the book. 
How fast can you read the 
words? 
Time yourself reading the 
words. 
Try to beat your time. 

calf help 
child hold 
cold scold 
gold shelf 
golf Ulf 
gulp wolf 
held yelp 

How would this story 
change if it happened 
somewhere else? 

Decodable Words 

Phonics Fun Comprehension 

High Frequency Words 

back 
could 

give 
many 
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Scan the QR code for a phonics lesson 
in English and Spanish 

Patents Pending 

Ronald, Ulf, and the Robots 
Decodable Set: 24 
Skill: Ending Blends 
-ld, -lf, -lp 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/10944639
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